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Staying competitive amid constant
change demands that manufacturers
gather more high-quality data in real
time and leverage it more intelligently.
This enhances the performance of plant assets and
decisions about how they are used. Digitalization of factory
floor machinery should enable continuous improvement in
efficiency, flexibility and uptime. Yet, even as manufacturers
add more sensors and diagnostics to machines, many still
struggle with decoding their data, and rely on older asset
management technology that is unresponsive at the speed
of today’s production.
The full cost of outdated plant asset management becomes
apparent through:
• Increased unplanned downtime and emergency repairs.
• Higher costs for spare parts and labor.
• Missed production deadlines or reduced output.
• Missed opportunities for well-timed upgrades or
replacements of important machines to capitalize on
emerging technology and business opportunities.
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By adopting an intelligent, cloud-enabled asset management platform,

when many factories are running 24/7 for years at a time. All the

manufacturers can quickly improve performance and quality for a

machines, people and processes must keep working perfectly. In

relatively modest capital investment. These gains can be realized not

practice, reality often falls short of this goal.”

just at individual plants but also across all of a manufacturer’s plants.
Data from a smarter asset management platform also can help inform

Broken parts and tools, defective product output, deferred or

and optimize supply chain and logistics, facilitate sharing of best

inconsistent maintenance, and compromised machines can slow or

practices among factories, and future-proof strategic investments in

halt an entire production line. The time it takes to diagnose and fix

new equipment.

preventable problems is subtracted from the factory’s bottom line.
Smarter asset management can help factory personnel spot potential

“The goal is to get to Zero-D: zero product defects and zero unplanned
downtime,” said Ed Neubecker, technical sales leader for Industrial AI

equipment problems early and remotely, when they can be addressed
at the lowest cost via planned downtime and other maintenance.

Applications for IBM. “Approaching Zero-D is especially challenging
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“A modern digital platform enables manufacturers to evolve from

The Factory Maintenance Journey

managing assets to managing performance,” said Joe Berti, vice
president of product for IBM’s AI Application business. “A well-

How factories generally approach maintenance can determine

performing factory has reliable, resilient equipment that produces

their ability to meet goals for production, quality and speed.

quality goods at a lower cost. That is what drives manufacturing

Intelligent asset management technology enables factories

operations and business.”

to progress toward efficient, proactive maintenance that
supports more profitable production.

Research by IBM has shown that this kind of Intelligent
manufacturing can facilitate up to 50% improvement in production

Starting point: Reactive maintenance. Fixing

defect detection; and other research indicates yield improvements

what breaks. This has the highest costs and risks

of up to 20%. And in one IBM Institute for Business Value study,

because reactive repairs often are made in a hurry.

surveyed manufacturers also report intelligent automation has

Most common when there’s a lack of real-time data

increased revenues by almost 8%.

from machines or a lack of frequent observations
by skilled, experienced personnel.
Progress: Routine maintenance. Typically
scheduled, not condition based. Often called
preventive, but that’s mostly a misnomer. Routine
maintenance can delay the onset of many equipment
problems. However, it often misses problems
that are unusual, subtle, sudden or related to
environmental or operational issues.
Goal: Predictive maintenance. Truly preventive
maintenance leverages real-time data from
sensors to address problems before they occur
or as they emerge. AI can identify the root cause
within a system based on a specific product defect,
or other discrete indicator. Planned downtime is
optimized, and impacts to production speed or
quality are minimized.
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“Manufacturers must do
everything they can to support
their technicians and give them
room to grow in their roles.”
Jose Favilla, Director in Global Industry 4.0,
Industrial Sector, IBM

How Smarter Asset
Management Supports People
Smarter asset management is not just about machinery. It also can

A cloud-enabled asset management platform can scale to enhance

enhance employee satisfaction and safety. Machines that continuously

the effectiveness of personnel across the company. “Intelligent

operate well are far less likely to pose dangers to operators and

asset management offers maintenance teams much more structure,

maintenance personnel. Also, when maintenance is more effective

management teams much more accountability, and often transforms

and efficient, this can free employees to focus their skills and

maintenance from reactive to proactive. The benefits of better

insights on more appealing projects at work. At a time when many

structure and accountability don’t just affect the bottom line. It

manufacturers face constrained access to workers, this technology

improves morale for all roles,” said Rob Mora, executive vice president

can yield a competitive edge in hiring and retention.

at Novate, an engineering and industrial technology services firm.

“Excellent maintenance is really about the people who do it,” said

Sometimes, factory personnel may feel apprehensive about adding

Jose Favilla, IBM’s director in global Industry 4.0, Industrial

new digital tools; there can be concerns that technology might replace

sector. “Manufacturers must do everything they can to support their

people. “Usually, it doesn’t take long for workers to see that smarter

technicians and give them room to grow in their roles.”

asset management improves operational excellence, so their jobs can
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As experienced workers retire, manufacturers often lose some of their
capacity to address problems preventively. Furthermore, during the
COVID-19 pandemic, fewer people typically were allowed onto the
factory floor — which meant fewer people were observing machines
and gaining experience. Sensors on machines, connected to a smarter
asset management platform via the Internet of Things (IoT), can serve
as more eyes watching the machines at all times. Artificial intelligence
(AI) algorithms identify patterns and problems and suggest tests and
repairs. This helps personnel hone their skills, insights, efficiency and
effectiveness on the job.
“This is a step-change function in productivity,” Berti said. “Many
factories use SCADA systems to process data from machines — and
those systems typically throw thousands of cryptic alerts up on a
screen. That’s just overwhelming. Most of those alerts get ignored.
AI analyzes those alerts and presents information in a more useful,
become more meaningful and engaging,” Neubecker said. “Nobody

actionable fashion. This helps workers better understand what’s

wants to be fighting fires all the time, especially not the same fires

happening so they can make smart decisions about operations

over and over. It’s not fun, and it’s often not very safe to work in a

and maintenance.”

plant where machines keep breaking down.”
Traditionally, a few technicians would periodically walk the floor
Highly experienced workers have traditionally been the backbone of

at a specific factory, inspecting equipment. The digital platform

predictive maintenance. “Every factory has a few longtime employees

empowers skilled technicians to continuously monitor thousands

who are deeply attuned to the equipment,” Favilla said. “They can just

of machines at many plants around the globe simultaneously. This

feel when machines aren’t running quite right; they know what kinds of

allows them to be far more proactive about spotting problems and

operating conditions will stress or damage machines, and they know

coordinating with on-site staff to address them.

how to fix problems correctly the first time.”
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A smarter asset management platform also can usefully leverage
both competitiveness and cooperation within the manufacturing
organization. Typically, factories in a company vie to surpass one
another in productivity. This platform allows people across the company
to view and compare performance metrics for specific factories.
“When one plant discovers something that significantly bumps up
their productivity, other factories in the company will notice. They’ll
want to know how they can do that, too,” Neubecker said. “The
reports from the asset management platform function as an internal

“When one plant discovers
something that significantly
bumps up their productivity,
other factories in the company
will notice. They’ll want to
know how they can do that, too”
Ed Neubecker, Technical Sales Leader,
Industrial AI Applications, IBM

leaderboard of operational excellence. It’s a way to share best
practices and a guide to knowing who to ask for advice on how
to improve operations and maintenance.”
Additionally, these productivity improvements are discovered in an
analytical manner, not ad-hoc — which is why the metrics are consistent
and transparent across the organization. Also, automation allows for
continuous and expansive process improvement.
Beyond the walls of the enterprise, modernizing technology, approaches
and infrastructure through smarter asset management also opens the
door to easier adoption of standards such as ISO 55000 or ISO 14000,
or industry models such as MIMOSA. It also makes it easier to integrate
with ecosystems of unique technologies that can enhance operations
for a specific organization or process. Being able to apply lessons
learned and knowledge this way can future-proof the business side
of your operations.
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“With smarter asset
management, companies can
easily reduce their spare parts
inventory by 20% to 50%.”
Joe Berti, Vice President of Product,
IBM’s AI Application business

Fast-Track Savings From
Enhanced Performance
Why have so many manufacturers lagged on deploying Industry 4.0

“Almost every manufacturer spends a lot of money on spare parts

technologies that can provide immediate and long-term benefits

that sit around on shelves for years, occupying valuable space. That’s

and increase competitive advantage? “At many companies, pulling

incredibly wasteful,” Berti noted. “When you can accurately predict

together all the data needed to make these kinds of decisions takes

which spare parts you’ll actually need, you can buy less of them, and

too long and gets too complicated. It’s a massive data problem,”

you can store them at or near the locations where they’ll probably

Favilla said. “This is why companies often end up focusing only on

be needed. With smarter asset management, companies can easily

their most critical manufacturing equipment. However, once they

reduce their spare parts inventory by 20% to 50%.”

start capturing opportunities for their other machines, it doesn’t take
long to start realizing significantly greater savings, sustainability and

Also, many manufacturers are trying to understand the potential

reliability. That has real competitive value.”

impacts of new technologies yet this takes time and may feel
overwhelming. This effort has been largely driven by IT, but there is

For example, one way to quickly improve operational visibility and

still a strong need to bring IT and OT together.

predictability is to streamline the company’s supply of spare parts.
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“Having data is only half of intelligent asset management,” said Mora.
“Knowing what the data means, how the data truly impacts you, and
adopting your processes to be able to take advantage of the data is the
other half.” Designing a strategy that bridges the gap between IT and OT
will bring more alignment towards a unified set of objectives and KPIs
and as a result improve operational performance.
Deploying a smarter asset management platform involves integrating
digital infrastructure. Existing on-premise SCADA systems at factories
are connected to the cloud-enabled platform, supplying a steady flow
of data. A robust IoT communications and architecture (especially
fast 5G networking) can swiftly convey data from machines to
algorithms to employees.
Recently, Samsung and IBM partnered with M1 and the government
of Singapore to demonstrate the power of 5G Networks and Edge in
Industry 4.0. Building on this success, they are driving Industry 4.0
Networking and Edge innovation to other centers in Dallas, Texas and
South Korea, running on Red Hat OpenShift and IBM Cloud & Cognitive
Software. For example, Acoustic Insights technology predicts asset
defects by using AI to analyze acoustic data captured by the embedded
sensors and mobile device microphones. This supports real-time, rapid
data acquisition, analysis and action by a smarter asset management
platform. The connectivity of 5G is a potential game-changing Industry
4.0 technology. Mobile and 5G capabilities are empowering workers
and changing the way factories operate, bringing new efficiency and
productivity to operations.
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The key to achieving real-time responsiveness to changing conditions

With such insights, a manufacturer can learn which types and

is to combine ultra-low-latency 5G with powerful mobile technologies

models of machines tend to perform best and which are collectively

and advanced sensor and processing capabilities. “This pushes far

wasting resources and slowing down processes. For instance, one

more processing to the network edge,” said James Pak, vice president

manufacturer learned that of the 10 makes and models of generators

of B2B strategic alliance and partnership for Samsung Electronics.

used throughout the company, the least costly model ran the

“More data is generated by operators and machines, and that data

longest and required the least maintenance. Replacing all their

is processed right where it needs to be acted upon. This yields cost

other generators with that model was a fast way to save money and

reductions and improvements in efficiency, productivity and safety.”

increase operational reliability.

Challenges often arise when integrating legacy systems at the factory
and containerizing them to work well with existing and future systems.
Pak noted these specific issues:
• Defining which data to gather.
• Exploring scalable solutions.
• Keeping the system simple to ease the employee learning curve.
• D
 eveloping a machine learning model.
“For completely new processes, the algorithm must receive multiple
data points before it can function intelligently,” Pak explained. “We
can solve this with existing technology.”
Smarter asset management also can provide benefits beyond realtime responsiveness. Analyzing historical data from plant operations,
and integrating with other ERP/MRP systems, also can reveal unique
patterns that affect productivity and uptime for specific machines and
production lines at each factory. These patterns can be compared
across all factories in the company, yielding quantifiable, actionable
insights into best practices and common problems.
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Aligning Plant and
Asset Needs With
Business Opportunities
Smarter asset management can increase a manufacturer’s
ability to pivot to new product categories and manufacturing
processes, to adapt to changing conditions, to navigate
supply chain disruptions, and to capitalize on innovation.
For instance, one innovation is for manufacturers to sell their
data as knowledge or services, and “swim up” the supply
chain for their industry.
“When manufacturers embrace modern technologies like
AI, IoT and edge computing, they begin to understand the
art of the possible,” Neubecker said. “This leads to new
ideas. You can’t keep applying five-year-old solutions to
today’s problems. Always understand today’s solutions,
and you’ll be better positioned to handle tomorrow’s
issues and opportunities.”
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IBM is a leading cloud platform and cognitive solutions
company. Restlessly reinventing since 1911, the company is
the largest technology and consulting employer in the world
serving clients in 170 countries. With Watson, the AI platform
for business, powered by data, IBM is building industry-based
solutions to real-world problems.
IBM Maximo Application Suite is the company’s intelligent
asset management solution. Delivering monitoring, predictive
maintenance, computer vision, safety and reliability in a
single platform, it enables organizations get the most value
from enterprise assets optimize performance, extend asset
lifecycles and reduce operational downtime and costs.
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